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This article is about the alphabet derived from the Aramaic alphabet (CE 135 - present). For the original Hebrew alphabet derived from the Phoenician alphabet (10th century BC - CE 135), see the paleo-Jewish alphabet. For the descendant of the paleo-Jewish alphabet, see insect, see Hebrew character. Alphabet Hebrew alphabetType
Impure abjad LanguagesHebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, MozarabicTime period2-1 century BC 1ParentsEhiptian HieroglyphicsProto-Sinai alphabetAdramaic alphabetHame alphabetNikud systemsIrgets Arabic Nabatean Syrian Palmyra Mandaik Pahlavi scripts Sogdian DirectionRight-to-leftISO 125Unicode aliasHebrewUnicode range U'0590 to
U'05FFHebrew, U'FB1D to U'FB4FAlphabetic Presentation Forms This article contains phonetic IPA symbols. Without proper rendering support instead of Unicode characters, you can see question marks, boxes, or other symbols. For an introductory guide to IPA symbols, see Help:IPA. This article contains text in Hebrew. Without proper
support, you can see question marks, boxes or other symbols instead of Jewish letters. History of the alphabet of Egyptian characters 32 c. BCE Ieratic 32 c. BCE Demotic 7 c. BCE Meroitic 3 c. BCE Proto-Sinaitic 19 c. BCE Ugaritic 15 c. BCE Epigraphic South Arabic 9 c. BCE Ge'ez 5-6 c. BCE Phoenician 12 c. BCE Paleo-Hebrew 10 c.
BCE Samaritan 6 c. BCE Libico-Berber 3 c. BCE Tifinah Paleochispanic (semi-layered) 7 c. BCE Aramaic 8 c. BCE Haroshha 3 c. BCE Brahme 3 c. BCE Brahmic Family (see) E.g. Tibetan 7 c. CE Devgaranai 10 c. CE Canadian Syllamber 1840 Hebrew 3 c. BCE Square Aramiac Alphabet 2007 Pahlavi 3 c. BCE Avestan 4 c. CE
Palmyrene 2 c. BCE Nabataean 2 c. BCE Arabic 4 c. CE N'Ko 1949 CE Syriac 2 c. BCE Sogdian 2 c. BCE Orkhon (old Turkic) 6 c. CE Old Hungarian c. 650 CE Old Uighur 1204 CE Mandaic 2 c. CE Greek 8 c. BCE Etruscan 8 c. BCE Latin 7 cE Cherokee (syllable only letter) c. 1820 CE Runic 2 c. CE Ogham (origin indefinitely) 4 c. CE
Coptic 3 c. CE Gothic 3 c. CE Armenian 405 CE Caucasian Albanian (origin uncertainly) c. 420 CE Georgian (origin uncertain) c. 430 CE Glagolitic 862 CE Cyrillic c. 940 CE Old Permian 1372 CE Hangul 1443 Thaana 18 c. CE (derived from Brahimi numbers) v : יִרְבִע תיֵּב־ףֶלָא   , Alefbet Ivry), known in various ways by scholars as Ktav
Ashuri, Jewish script, square script and block writing, is an abyad script used in the writing of Hebrew and other Jewish languages, primarily Yiddish, Judeo-Spanish, Judeo-Arabic and Judeo-Persian. It is an offshoot of the imperial Aramaic alphabet, which flourished during the Amemenid empire and which itself comes from the
Phoenician alphabet. Historically, two separate abyads were used to write Hebrew. The original, old Hebrew script, known as the Paleo-Jewish alphabet, is largely preserved in the version as the Samaritan alphabet. The current Jewish writing or square writing, on the other hand, is a stylized form of the Aramaic alphabet and is technically
known by the Jewish sages as aeshurite (Lit. Assyrian writing), as its origin was said to have been from Assyria. There are also various styles (in current terms, fonts) representing the Jewish letters described in this article, including various hebrew handwritten styles. In the rest of this article, the term Hebrew alphabet refers to a square
scenario unless otherwise stated. The Hebrew alphabet has 22 letters. It's irrelevant. Five letters have different shapes when used at the end of the word. Hebrew is written from right to left. Initially, the alphabet was an abyad consisting only of consonants, but is now considered an unclean abyad. As with other abyads, such as the Arabic
alphabet, scribes developed means of directing vowel sounds to individual vowels, known in Hebrew as niqqud, during its centuries-old use. In both biblical and rabbinical Hebrew, the letters י ו ה א can also function as a matres lecture, that is, when some consonants are used to refer to vowels. There is a tendency in modern Hebrew to
use matres lectionis to refer to vowels that have traditionally remained unwritten, a practice known as full spelling. The Yiddish alphabet, a modified version of the Hebrew alphabet used to write Yiddish, is the true alphabet, with all vowels rendered in spelling, with the exception of inherited Hebrew words, which usually retain their Hebrew
spellings. The Arabic and Hebrew alphabets bear similarities because they both come from the Aramaic alphabet, and both originate from the paleo-Jewish or Phoenician alphabet. Phoenicia is a Greek term referring to Canaan or kn'n. (quote necessary) The history of the paleo-Jewish alphabet of Aleppo Codex, the tenth century
Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible. Book Joshua 1:1 Main article: The history of the Hebrew alphabet Jewish version of the Phoenician alphabet, called the paleo-Jewish alphabet by scientists, began to appear around 800 BC Examples of related early Semitic inscriptions from the area include the calendar of The Geser of the tenth
century and the inscription Siloam (circa 700 BC). The Palaeoiese alphabet was used in the ancient kingdoms of Israel and Judas. After the expulsion of the Kingdom of Judas in the 6th century BC during Babylonian captivity, Jews began to use the form of the imperial Aramaic alphabet, another branch of the same script family that
flourished during the Achemenid empire. The Samaritans who remained in the Land of Israel continued Paleo-Jewish alphabet. In the 3rd century BC, Jews began to The square form of the Aramaic alphabet used by the Persian Empire (and which in turn was adopted by the Assyrians), while the Samaritans continued to use a form of
Paleo-Jewish script called the Samaritan alphabet. After the fall of the Persian Empire in 330 BC, the Jews used both scenarios before settling on an Assyrian-shaped square. The square Hebrew alphabet was later adapted and used to write the languages of the Jewish diaspora - Karaites, Judeo-Arabic, Judeo-Spanish and Yiddish. The
Hebrew alphabet continued to be used for hebrew scientific writing and became daily again with the revival of Hebrew as a spoken language in the 18th and 19th centuries, especially in Israel. Description לא - Features: Abyad and Mater lectionis - Begadkefat Options: Cursive and Rashi א ב ג ד ה ו ז ח ט י כ ך ל מ ם נ ן ס ע פ ף צ ץ ק ר ש ת : 
Solitreo - Braille Figures: Gematria - Numbering Ancillaries: Diacritics and Punctuation - Cantillation Translit.: The Romanization of Hebrew Hebrew The Hebrew Alphabet is an abyad, consisting only of consonants, written from the right. It has 22 letters, five of which use different shapes at the end of the word. Vowels In the traditional
form, vowels are shown by weak consonants Aleph (א), He (ה), Waw/Vav (ו), or Yodh (י), serving as vowels, or matres lectionis: the letter is combined with the previous vowel and becomes silent, or imitation of such cases in the writing of other forms. In addition, a vowel point system has been developed to refer to vowels (diacritics),
called niqqud. In modern forms of the alphabet, as in the case of Yiddish and to some extent modern Hebrew, vowels can be specified. Today, the tendency to write full with weak letters acting as true vowels. When writing Yiddish, vowels are indicated using certain letters, either with niqqud diacritics (e.g. ָא or ִי) or without (e.g. ע or י),
except hebrew words that are Yiddish written in their Hebrew spelling. To preserve proper vowel sounds, scientists have developed several different sets of vocalizations and diacritic symbols called nequdot ( תודוקינ , literally dots). One of them, the Tiberian system, eventually prevailed. Aaron bin Moses bin Usher, and his family for
generations, are credited for refining and maintaining the system. These paragraphs are usually used only for special purposes, such as bible books intended to study, in poetry or when teaching the language to children. The Tiberian system is also a set of signs of cantylation, called a trail or te'amim, is used to refer to how biblical
passages should be chanted in the synagogue recitation of the scriptures (although these signs do not appear in the scrolls). In the daily writing of modern Hebrew, niqqud are absent; however, models of how words come from Hebrew roots (called shorasshim or trilitrals) allow Native Speakers to define the vowel structure of the word by
its consonants based on the context of the word and part of the speech. Alphabet Unlike paleo-Jewish writing, the modern Ashurian font consists of five letters that have special final forms called sofits (Hebrew: תיפוס , which means in this context the form final or ending), used only at the end of the word, somewhat in both Greek or Arabic
and Mandai alphabets. They are shown below the usual form in the following table (the names of the letters are the Unicode standard). Although Hebrew is read and written from right to left, the following table shows the letters in order from left to right. Alef Bet Gimel Dalet He Waw/Vav zayin Chet Chet Yod Kaf א ב ג ד ה ו ז ח ט י כ ך
Lamed Mem Nun Samech Ayin Pe Tsade Zof Resch Shin Tav ל מ נ ס ע פ צ ק ר ש ת ם ן ף ץ Pronunciation of Alphabet Main Articles: Biblical Hebrew Phonology, Modern Hebrew Phonology, International Phonetic Alphabet for Hebrew, and Yiddish Phonology Descriptions буква IPA Название буквы Произношение Unicode ( й 7) иврита
(ан-8) Современное ивритпроизенсия идиш / Ашкеназипроизенсия Приблизительный западноевропейский эквивалент א (ʔ), ∅ Алеф ףֶלָא  /ʔalɛf/ /ʔaləf/ (молчание) ּב (b) Bet תיֵּב  /bet/ /bɛɪs/, /bɛɪz/ b, как в черном ב (v' תיֵב  /vet/ /vɛɪs/, /vɛɪz/ v, как в моде ג (ɡ) Гимель לֵמיִּג  /ˈɡimel/ /ˈɡiməl/ g, как в золоте ד (d' Dalet תֶלָּד  /ˈdalɛt/, /
ˈdalɛd/ /ˈdaləd/, /ˈdaləs/ d, как в кукле ה (h'ʔ), ∅ Он אֵה  /he/, /hej/ /hɛɪ/ h, как в холде ו ,v' Vav וָו  /vav/ /vɔv/ v как в моде ז z Зайин ןִיַז  /ˈzajin/, /ˈza.in/ /ˈzajin/ z, как в зоопарке ח (x'χ) Chet 1 /et/ /s/ kh, как в chollah t' Tet /tet/ /ts/ t, как в инструменте j' Yod /jod/ q /jud/ /y as in yolk ּכ (k) Kaf ףַּכ  //kaf/ /kɔf/k as in King כ (x'χ) ףַכ  /χaf/ /χɔf/ kh as
in challah ּך 'k' תיִפֹוס ףַּכ   ˈlaŋɡə kɔf/k as in ך (x'χ) תיִפֹוס ףַכ   /χaf sofit/ /ˈlaŋɡə χɔf/kh, as in Hall ל (l) Lamed דֶמָל  /ˈlamɛd/ /ˈlaməd/ l, as for good luck מ mmmm םֵמ  /mem/ /mɛm/m, as the mother תיִפֹוס םֵמ  ןּונ Nyun Noon נ mem sofit/ mɛm/m, like the mother of/ ם   /nun/ /nun/ n, as at night תיִפֹוס ןּונ  (s) ס nun sofit/ /ˈlaŋɡə nun/ n, as at night/ ן 
Samekh ְ ךֶמָס  /ˈsamɛχ/ /ˈsaməχ/ s, ע ʕ, ∅ zayin ןִיַע  /ʕajin/, /ʕa.in/ʕajin/ (silent) ּפ (p' Pe הפ אֵּפ , /pe/, /pej/ //pɛɪ/p, as in the pool פ f' הפ אֵפ , /fe/, /fej/ /fɛɪ/f as full תיפוס הפ.תיִפֹוס  אֵּפ  t͡) צ pe sofit/, /pej sofit/ /ˈlaŋɡə fɛɪ/f as a full/ ף  s) Tsadi קידצ יִדַצ ,  /ˈtsadi//ˈtsadi ˈtsadək/ts like cats תיפוס קידצ.תיִפֹוס  יִדַצ  // tsadi sofit/ //ˈlaŋɡə ˈtsadik /ˈlaŋɡə ˈtsadikˈ/ ץ 
ˈlaŋɡə ˈtsadik /, /la qsadzq/ ts, as in cats q (c) zof /kuf/, /kof/ /kuf/k like King Resch /e/ // r, as in a sung tsin //in/ sh, as in the store, /taf/ /tɔv/, /tɔf/t as in the instrument וָת one would expect to be pronounced /θ/ (headless dental fricative), but this pronunciation was lost ת ,θav/, /θaf//sɔv/, /sɔf/th as in thought Note that the cloudless tav/ ת 
among most Jews because of it does not exist in the countries where they lived (e.g. almost all of Eastern Europe). Yiddish changed this to /θ/up/s/ (cf. seseo in Spanish), but in modern Israeli Hebrew, it's just pronounced /t/. Sheen and Sin Additional information: Sheen (letter) Sheen and sin are presented with the same letter ש, but two
separate phonemes. When vowels are used, the two phonemes are differentiated from the tire-point or sin-point; the shin-dot is above the upper right side of the letter, and the sin-point is above the upper left side of the letter. Symbol Title Transliteration IPA Example ׁש (right point) shin sh/ ʃ / store ׂש (left dot) sin with/ c/ sour Historically,
left-dot-sin corresponds to the proto-Semitic z, which in biblical-Jewish-Jewish corresponded to the voiceless alveolar lateral frikatative /ɬ/, as evidenced by the Greek transliteration of Hebrew words such as balsam ( םֶׂשֹּב ) (ls - 'ׂש'), as seen in Targum Onkelos. (quote needed) Dagesh Main article: Dagesh Historically, consonants ב beth, ג
gimel, ד daleth, כ kaf, פ pe and tav ת each had two sounds: one difficult (plosive), and one soft (fricative), depending on the position of the letter and other factors. When vowels are used, rigid sounds are indicated by a central point called dagesh ( שגד ), while soft sounds are missing dagesh. In modern Hebrew, however, dagesh only
changes the pronunciation of ב rates, כ the kaf, and פ pe, and does not affect the name of the letter. Differences are as follows: Name with dagesh Without dagesh Symbol of IPA Transliteration IPA Transliteration Symbol Sample Rate / ּב b/b/ bun ב v, ḇ/v/ van kaf No10'ּכ ּך k/kangaroo כ ך kh, ch, ḵ, x/χ/loch pe ּפ ּף p/p/ pass פ ף f, p̄, ph/f/
find In other dialects (mostly liturgical) there are variations of this model. In some dialects of Sephardi and Mizrahi, the bet without dage is pronounced as a bet with dagesh in Syrian and Yemeni Hebrew, gimel without dagesh pronounced ɣ. In Yemeni Hebrew, as well as in the Iraqi pronunciation of the word Adonai, the Dalet without da
these in Ashkenazi Hebrew, as well as Romaniotic, tav without daggesh is pronounced as silk in Iraqi and Yemeni Hebrew, and earlier in some other Tav dialects without dagesh pronounced θ as in Hebrew. presented diacritic geres Main articles: Gueres and Gebraization of English sounds (t͡ ʃ), d͡ʒ, ʒ, written ⟨ ׳ז  ⟨, ⟩ ׳ג  ⟨, ⟩ ׳צ  ⟩, and w, non-
standard sometimes transliterating ⟨ וו  ⟩, are often found in slang and credit words that are part of everyday Hebrew colloquial vocabulary. The apostrophe symbol after the Hebrew letter changes the pronunciation of the letter and is called geres. Jewish Slang and Credit Words Title Symbol Of Transliteration IPA Sample Gimel with Geres
׳ג  (d͡ʒ) ǧ ǧáḥnun (ˈd͡ʒaχnun) ןּונְח׳ַּג  ain with geres ׳ז  (ʒ) kol (koˈlaʒ) ׳זאַלֹוק  Tsadi with heres ׳צ  (t͡ ʃ) (treatment) t͡ ʃuˈpar רָּפּו׳צ  Vav with a hereshor double Vav וו  or וו ׳ו   (non-standard) W aw'nta (a boastful act) aˈwanta הַטְנוַוַא  the pronunciation of the following letters can also be changed with the help of geres diacritical criticism. The sounds

presented, however, are foreign to Jewish phonology, i.e. these symbols mostly represent sounds in foreign words or names when transliterationed with the Hebrew alphabet rather than borrowing. Transliteration of Non-Native Sounds Title Symbol IPA Arabic Letter Sample Comment Dahlet with Geresh ذ  ) ׳ד ) Voiced by th Dha al-Jija ( وذ
ה׳גיח - לא ו׳ד  ةجحلا )  - Also used for English voiced th Often simple ד is written. Tav with geresh ׳ת  (θ) tha (ث) Unqualified t Thurston ןוטסר׳ת  Chet with geress ׳ח  (χ) Hha (خ) Sheikh ( ׳חייש خيش )  - Unlike other sounds in this table, the sound (χ) in the face of ׳ח  is really native to Hebrew; Geresh, however, is used only when transliteration

should distinguish between χ and ħ, in which case ׳ח  transliterites of the first and ח of the latter, while in everyday use ח without geres is pronounced ħ only dialectically, but χ is usually. Resh with geresh ׳ר  or ׳ע  (ʁ) Gan (غ) Ghajar ( رجغ ) Sometimes a ion with geresh ( ׳ע ) is used to transliterate غ - incompatible with the guidelines specified
by the Hebrew Academy, geresh is also used to refer to abbreviations, pronounced as a string of letters, and to refer to the Jewish figure. Geresh is also the name of one of the notes of the canttilation in the reading of the Torah, but its appearance and function are different. Identical pronunciation In most of the population of Israel as a
whole, especially where Ashkenazi pronunciation prevails, many letters have the same pronunciation. Они являются следующими: Письма Транслитерации произношение (IPA) א Алефе ע Айине нетранслитерных Обычно, когда в медиальной позиции слова:/./(разделение гласных в перерыве) Когда в исходном или
окончательном положении слова, иногда также в медиальной позиции слова: молчком переменно /ʔ/(glottal стоп) ב Ставка (без dagesh) Ветеринар ו Vav v /v/ ח Chet כ Kaf (без dagesh)Khaf kh/ch/h /χ/ ט Tet ּת Tav t /t/ ּכ Kaf (с dagesh) ק Зоф k /k/ ס Samekh ׂש Sin (с левой точкой) s/s/ צ Цади סת  Тав-Samekh и ׂשת  Тав-Сине
ts/3/3tz /ts/ ׳צ  Tsadi (с герешем) ׁשט  Тет-Шине и ׁשת  Тав-Шине ч/тш (председатель) /tʃ/ - Различное древнееврейское произношение Некоторые из вариаций звука, упомянутых выше, обусловлены систематической особенностью древнееврейского языка. Six consonants /b ɡ p t/ were expressed differently depending on their
position. These letters were also called BeGeD KeFeT /ˌbeɪɡɛdˈkɛfɛt/. The full details are very complex; there are some things in this resume. They were pronounced as pilafs /b ɡ d k p t/ at the beginning of the syllable, or when doubled. They were pronounced as fricatives /v ɣ x f θ/when vowels preceded (usually indicated with macron, ḇ
ḡ ḏ ḵ p̄ ṯ). The flat and double pronunciations were indicated by dagesh. In modern Hebrew, the sounds of ḏ and ḡ went back to d and ɡ, respectively, and ṯ became t, so that only the other three consonants /b k p/ show variation. ר may also have been a double letter, making the BeGeD KePoReT list. (Sefer Yetzirah, 4:1) ח chet and ע
ayin represented pharyngeal fricativas, צ tsadi represented a resolute consonant /sʕ/, ט tet represented a resolute consonant /tʕ/, and ק qof represented the ucular flat /q/. All these are ordinary Semitic consonants. ׂש (a variant of the ש shin) was initially different from the ׁש of the shin and ס samekh, but became the same as ס samekh by
the time the vowel pointing was developed. Due to cognates with other Semitic languages, this phoneme is known to have originally been a lateral consonant, most likely a headless alveolar lateral fricative /ɬ/ (sound of modern Welsh ll) or a headless alveolar lateral offhfricat /tɬ/ (as tl). Региональная и историческая вариация
Следующая таблица содержит произношение еврейских букв в реконструированных исторических формах и диалектах с использованием Международного фонетического алфавита. Апостроф перспективных символ после некоторых букв не yud, но гереш. Он используется для кредитных слов с не-родной иврит
звуки. Точка в середине некоторых букв, называемых dagesh kal, также изменяет звуки букв, כ ד на современном иврите (в некоторых формах иврита он изменяет также звуки букв פ и ב , dagesh chazak - ретографически неотличимый от dagesh kal - обозначает геминг, который сегодня реализуется лишь ;ת и/или ג ,
редко - например, в библейских декламациях или при использовании арабских кредитных слов). Symbol Pronunciation Israeli Ashkenazi Sephardi Yemenite Reconstructed Arabic equivalent Tiberian Mishnaic Biblical א [ʔ, -] [ - ] [ʔ, -] [ʔ, -] [ʔ, -] [ʔ, -] [ʔ] ا ּב [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] ب ב [v] [v~v̥] [b~β~v] [β] [v] [β] ڤ ּג [dʒ] [ɡ] [ɡ~ɡ̊] [ɡ] ؤ \ 
[ɡ] [ɡ] [ɡ] ج ג [ɡ~ɣ] [ɣ] [ɣ] [ɣ] غ ּד [d] [d~d̥] [d̪] [d̪] [d̪] [d̪] [d̪] د ד [d̪~ð] [ð] [ð] [ð] ذ ה [h~ʔ, -] [h, -] [h, -] [h, -] [h, -] [h, -] [h] ه ו [v] [v~v̥] [v] [w] [w] [w] [w] و ּו [u] [uː, iː] [uː] [əw] ? ? ? ُـو ֹו  (o̞) (əʊ, ɔj, ɛj, ɐʊ) ? ? ? َـو ז  «z» (z'z̥) »z» (z) (z) ز ח (x'χ) (x) (ħ) (ħ) (ħ) (ħ) (ħ), χ( ט (т) (t̪ t̴̪) (1) (t̴̪) (t̪ʕ) (2) (t̪ʼ ط ִי ( 3 ( ) ِـي ּכ j j j j? (j) י  [k] [k] [k] [k] [k] [k] [k] ك כ ך [x~χ] [x]
[x] [x] [x] [x] خ ל [l] [l~ɫ] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] ل מ ם [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] م נ ן [n] [n] [n̪] [n̪] [n̪] [n̪] [n̪] ن ס [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] س t͡] ف צ ץ [ɸ] [f] [f] [f] [f] [f] پ פ ף [p] [p] [p] [p] [p] [p] [p] ع ּפ [ʕ, ʁ] [ʕ] [ʕ] [ʕ] [ - ,ʕ, ŋ] [ - ] [ - ,ʕ] ע possibly rooted from Ancient Egyptian ḏ or dj* *ض \  s] [t͡ s] [t͡ s] [s̴] (1) [s̴] [sˤ] (2) [sʼ , ɬʼ, θʼ] (3) ص ק [k] [k] [k] [ɡ], [ɢ], [q] [q] [q]
[kʼ] (3) ق ר [ɣ~ʁ] [ɹ]~[ʀ] [r]~[ɾ] [r]~[ɾ] [ʀ] [r] [r] ر ׁש [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʃ] ش ׂש [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [ɬ] س ּת [t] [t] [t] [t̪] [t̪] [ t̪) t̪ ت ת (θ) θ (θ) ث ث фарингеализованный, иногда говорят, что он эжективный, но, скорее всего, злотый. Vowels Matres lectionis Основная статья: Mater lectionis א alef, ע ayin, ו waw/vav и י yod - это буквы, которые
иногда могут указывать на гласную вместо согласных (которые были бы, соответственно, /ʔ/, /ʔ/, /v/ и /j/). Когда они это с делают, ו и י считаются частью обозначения гласных в сочетании с символом niqqud - гласный диакритический (будь то диакритический отмечен), в то время как א и ע считаются their role is purely an
indicator of unmarked vowels. The letter Nameof letter Consonant indicates when the letter according to the name of the Oval designation IndicatedVowel א alef /ʔ/ - - ệ, ậ, No, No ע ayin /ʔ/ or /ʕ/ - - ệ, ậ, z, ו vav/w/ or /v/ ֹו zol male and ּו shur'q י yud/j/ ִי 'ir'q mal' ֵי tser' male, ệ Vowel points Niqqud is a system of dots that help identify vowels
and consonants. In Hebrew, all forms of nickkud are often omitted in writing, with the exception of children's books, prayer books, poetry, foreign words and words that would be ambiguous to pronounce. Israeli Hebrew has five vowels of phonemes, /i e a o/, but many other written symbols for them: Naming Symbol Written position of
Israeli Hebrew IPA Transliteration Englishexample Hiriq vowel written below consonant i i week Glass Cere written below agrees (e̞), (e̞j withsceed yd) ei (inaccurate because of the modern pronunciation, even if with subsequent iodine - see Note 2) bed, the main vowel Segol written below consonants e̞ e male Patah vowels written below
consonant (or o̞), (or ah) father, More Holam Haser vowels written above consonant o̞ about the house of Holam Male ֹו isolated vowels written on their own Shuruk ּו isolated vowels written on their own U y Moon Kubutz vowel written below agree note 1: The circle represents all that Hebrew letter is used. Note 2: Pronunciation of the cere
and sometimes the segoola - with or without the letter iodine - sometimes it in modern Hebrew. This is not correct in normative pronunciation and is not consistent in spoken language. Note 3: Dagesh, mappiq and shuruk have different features, even if they look the same. Note 4: The letter ו (waw/vav) is used because it can only be
submitted by this letter. Meteg Home article: Meteg, adding a vertical line (called Meteg) under the letter and to the left of the vowel point, the vowel is made long. Meteg is used only in biblical Hebrew, not in modern Hebrew. Sh'va Home article: Sh'va By adding two vertical dots (called Sh'va) under the letter, the vowel is made very short.
When sh'va is placed on the first letter of the word, it is mostly me (but in some cases, it makes the first letter silent without vowel-less): for example, ְו w's to W) Title symbol of Israeli Hebrew IPA Transliteration Englishexample Schwa (e̞) or ∅ apostrophe, e, or quiet deuce (e not aspirated or pronounced as if it is almost silent) - when
placed on the first letter of the word, but in a medial or final position, it makes the letter (consonant or vowel) silent reduced sego (e̞) e men Reduced Patach o̞ (father of abbreviated Kamaz) Length (phonetically not manifested in Israeli Hebrew) IPA Transliteration Englishexample Long Short Very ָ ַ ֲ Short Very Short (i) far ֵ ֶ ֱ (e̞) e men ֹו (o̞)
o more ּו ֻ u u soon ִי ִ i) ski Note I: Adding two vertical dots (sh'va) ְ vowel made very short. Note II: Short o and long have the same niqqud. Note III: Short o is usually promoted to long oin of Israeli writing for the sake of disambiguation Note IV: Briefly u usually promoted to long uin Israeli writing for the sake of Gershayim disguambiation
Main article: Gershayim Symbol ״ called gershayim and punctuation used in the Hebrew language to denote acronyms. It is written before the last letter in an acronym, for example, ת״ר . Gershayim is also the name of the cantilation note in the reading of the Torah, printed above an accented letter, such as ֞א. Stylistic variations Additional
information: Cursive Hebrew, Rashi script, Ashuri alphabet, and the history of the Hebrew alphabet The following table displays typographical and chirographic versions of each letter. For five letters that have different final shapes used at the end of words, the final forms are displayed under the usual form. Block (square, or printed type)
and handwritten (handwritten type) are the only options in a wide modern use. Rashi is also used, for historical reasons, in several standard texts. Lettername (Unicode) Options Modern Early Modern Ancestors Block Serif Block Without Serif Cursive Rashi Phoenician Paleo-Jewish Aramaic Aleph א א  Bet ב ב  Jamel ג ג  Dalet
ת ת Tav  ש ש Shin  ר ר Resh  ק ק zof ץ ץ Final Tsadi , צ צ Tsadi ף ף Final Pe  פ פ Pe  ע ע Ayin  ס ס Samekh ן ן Final Nun  נ נ Nun ם ם Final Mem  מ מ Mem  ל ל Lamed ך ך  כ כ Kaf  כ כ  כ כ  י י  ט ט Tet  ח ח Chet  ז ז zayin  ו ו Waw (Unicode) / Wau  ה ה He  ן ן ג ג  ד ד

 Idish Explaining the symbol װ ױ ײ ַײ They are not used in Hebrew, except in credit words. ֿב Rafe ( הפר ) diacritic is no longer used in Hebrew. In masoretic texts and some other old texts, lenited consonants and sometimes matras lectionis indicate a small line at the top of the letter. Its use has largely ceased in modern printed texts. It is
still used to mark the frictional consonants in YIVO orthography in Yiddish. Numerical meanings of the letters Main article: Jewish numerals After the adoption of the Greek Hellenistic alphabetical practice of numbering, Jewish letters began to be used to refer to numbers in the late 2nd century BC, and performed this arithmetic function for
about a thousand years. Currently, alphanumer notation is used only in contexts, such as dates in the Jewish calendar that denote school classes in Israel, other lists (e.g. ׳ב בלש  ׳א , בלש   - phase A, phase b), usually in Kabbalah (Jewish mysticism) in a practice known as hematria, and often in religious contexts. Lower clock on the
building of the Jewish Town Hall in Prague, with Jewish figures counterclockwise. letter of number of the letter number of the letter 90 9 א 1 י 10 ק 100 ב 2 כ 20 ר 200 ג 3 ל 30 ש 300 ד 4 מ 4 4 40 ת 400 ה 5 נ 50 ו 6 ס 6 ז 7 ע 7 ח 8 פ 80 ט 9 צ Figures 500, 600, 700, 800 and 900 are usually represented by comparisons between , ת״ר ת״ק ,

ת״ת ת״ש ,  and תת״ק  respectively. Adding a geres (׳) to a letter multiplies its value by a thousand, for example, year 5778 is depicted as a ח״עשת׳ה , where the ׳ה  represents 5000, and 778 ח״עשת . Transliteration and transcription Main articles: The Romanization of Hebrew, Biblical Hebrew, Biblical Hebrew Orography, Yiddish and
Yiddish Retography The following table lists the transliterations and transcriptions of Jewish letters used in modern Hebrew. Explanations: For some letters, the Hebrew Academy offers an accurate transliteration that differs from the usual standard it set. There is no such precise alternative when this precise alternative is omitted, and the
usual standard is applied. The phonemic transcription of the IPA is defined whenever it uses a different symbol than the one used for regular standard Israeli transliteration. The phonetic transcription of IPA is defined whenever it differs from the phonemic transcription of IPA. Note: SBL transliteration, recommended in the style guide, is
slightly different from the exact transliteration of the Hebrew Academy in 2006; for צ SBL uses I (≠ AHL ẓ), and for ת״פכ ד״גב   without dagesh, SBL uses the same symbols as for dagesh (i.e. b, g, d, k, f, t). Click the Show button to view the extended table, including examples. The Jewish example of the letter Translation
StandardIsraelitransliteration - regular -regular standardIsraelitransliteration - an exact example of IPA phonemictranscription example IPA phonetictransscripting example אconsonantal, ininitial wordpositions םִא  if none'A1 im (ʔ) (ʔim) אconsonantal, innon initial wordpositions לַאָׁש  asked : sha'l ʾ shaʾál /ʔ/ /ʃaˈʔal/ אsilent ןֹוׁשאִר  first no one
Rishon ןֵּב בֹוט son b bin ּב  גַּג a good V tov ב  קּו׳ג ḡ ג roof g gag g gaḡ ּג  ׳ג   roach ǧ d͡ʒ ǧuk //d͡ʒuk/ דּוּד דֵה consonantalה ḏ ד Boiler d dud d duḏ ּד   echo h hed הsilent הֹּפ  here isn't a single A3 po וconsonantal וָו  hook v v vav w waw אּוה ֹול he y hu ּו  הֶז o lo (o̞) or ɔ̝ (lo̞, lɔ̝) ֹו  ןֹוגְר׳ָז it's z ze ז  ׳ז   ž[B2][11] žargón /ʒ/ /ʒarˈɡon/ םַח hot ẖ [C1] ẖam ḥ ḥam ח 
/x/ or /χ/ /xam/ [χ] [χam] dialectical[ħ] [ħam] טָק םָי consonantalי tiny t kat ṭ kaṭ ט   sea y yam /j/ /jam/ יpart of hirik male(/i/ vowel) יִּב  in me i bi יpart of tsere male(/e/ vowel or/ei/ diphthong) עָדיֵמ  information e medá é médá /e/ or /ej/ /meˈda/ or /mejˈda/ [e̞] or /e̞j/ [me̞ˈda] or [me̞jˈda] הֹּכ ּך[10 ] ָכְס so k ko ּכ , ך  branch-roofing kh [C2] skhakh ḵ כ ,
sḵaḵ /x/ or /χ/ /sxax/ [χ] [sχaχ] יִל םּומ to me l li ל  ם  ןיִנ defect m mum מ , ן  ףֹוס great-grandson n nin נ , עַדָיאְדַע in initial or finalword positionsע end s sof ס   Purim-parade none[A4] adloyáda ʿ ʿadloyádaʿ only in initialword position[ʔ] [ˌʔadlo̞ˈjada] dialectical/ʕ/ /ˌʕadloˈjadaʕ/ עin medialword positions ליִעֹומ  useful ' mo'íl ʿ moʿíl /ʔ/ /moˈʔil/
dialectical/ʕ/ /moˈʕil/ ּפ[D] ּפיִט  tip p tip סֵפְסִפ ף  ץיִצ missed f fisfés פ , ץ  bud ts tsits ẓ ẓiẓ /t͡ צ , s/ /t͡ sit͡ s/ ׳ץר׳ציר ׳ץ  ׳צ ,  zip č[B3][11] ríčrač /t͡ ʃ/ /ˈrit͡ ʃrat͡ ʃ/ לֹוק ריִע sound k kol q qol ק  םָׁש city r ir [ʀ] or [ʁ] [iʀ] or [iʁ] dialectical[r] or [ɾ] [ir] or [iɾ] ר  םָׂש /there sh sham š šam /ʃ/ /ʃam ׁש  תּוּת put s sam ś śam ׂש  ṯ Hebrew letter ת strawberry t tut t tuṯ ּת 
StandardIsraelitransliteration– regular[17] standardIsraelitransliteration– precise[17] IPA phonemictranscription IPA phonetictranscription אconsonantal, ininitial wordpositions none[A1] [ʔ] אconsonantal, innon initial wordpositions ' ʾ /ʔ/ אsilent none[A2] ּב b ב v ּג g g ג ḡ ׳ג  ǧ[B1][11] /d͡ʒ/ ּד d d ד ḏ הconsonantal h הsilent none[A3] וconsonantal
v w ּו u ֹו o [o̞] or [ɔ̝] ז z ׳ז  ž[B2][11] /ʒ/ ח ẖ[C1] ḥ /x/ or /χ/ [χ] dialectical[ħ] ט t ṭ יconsonantal y /j/ יpart хирик мужской (/i/ vowel) i יpart из tsere male (/e/ vowel or/ei/ diphthong) e /e/ или /ej/ (e̞) или «e̞j»/ ּך ך מ ל к ּכ , ן χ χ ḵ כ , in начальные или окончательные позиции, ни одна из позиций ʿ только в исходном положенииע s ס n מ ם נ ,
слова (ʔ) диалектическая/ʕ/ עin медиалогические позиции ' ʿ /ʔ/ диалектические/ʕ/ ּפ'D' p ף ץ f פ , ts ẓ /t͡ צ , s ׳ץ ׳צ ,  «B3» /t͡ ʃ/ ק k q ר r (ʀ) или «ʁ» диалектический »r» или «ɾ» sh s // s t t t a Notes A1 » 3» 4» В транслитерациях современного израильского иврита , первоначальные и окончательные ע (в регулярной
транслитерации), молчание или א, и ה, которые не транслитерированы. Для читателей, ориентирующихся на латинские (или аналогичные) алфавиты, эти буквы могут показаться транслитерными как гласные буквы; однако, это на самом деле транслитерации гласных диакритических - niqqud (или являются
представлениями vowels). For example, in םִא  (if, ʔim), םֵא  (mother, ʔe̞m) and םֹא  (nut, ʔo̞m), the letter א always represents the same consonant: ʔ (ʔ) while vowels /i/, /e/ and /o/ respectively represent the speaking vowel, regardless of whether it is orally labeled diacrites or not. Since the Hebrew Academy certifies that the א in its original
position is not transliterated, the symbol of the glothtal stop ʾ descends from transliteration, and only subsequent vowels are transliterated (regardless of whether the corresponding vower diacrytics appeared in the transcription), which leads to the transliteration of the letters by them, em and om, respectively. B1 2 3 Diacritic Geres - ׳ - is
used with some other letters as well ( ׳ת ׳ר , ׳ע , ׳ט , ׳ח , ׳ד , ), but only to transliterate from other languages to Hebrew - never write words in Hebrew; therefore, they were not included in this table (correctly translating the Hebrew text with these letters would require the use of spelling in the language from which the Hebrew transliteration was
originally made). Non-standard ׳ו  and וו  (e1) are sometimes used to present /w/, which, like /d͡ʒ/, /ʒ/ and /t͡ ʃ/ appear in Hebrew slang and credit words. Sound /χ/ (like ch in the lake) is often transcribed by ch, incompatible with the guidelines specified by the Hebrew Academy: םח  /χam/→ cham; ךכס /sχaχ/→ Check. Although the Bible
includes one phenomenon of the final PE with dagesh (Book of Proverbs 30, 6: ָּתְבָזְכִנְו ְּב  ַחיִכֹוי  - ןֶּפ ויָרָבְּד : - לַע ְּףְסֹוּת  - לַא . ), in modern Hebrew /p/ is always represented by pe in its regular, not final form פ, even when in the position of the final word, which occurs with loanwords (e.g. ּפֹוׁש /ʃop/shop), foreign names (e.g. ּפיִליִפ /ˈfilip/Philip) and
some slang (e.g. ּפַרָח /χaˈrap/χaˈrap/). The religious use of the Hebrew alphabet has played a different role in Jewish religious literature over the centuries, primarily in mystical texts. Some sources in classical rabbinical literature seem to recognize the historical origin of the Hebrew alphabet currently used and deal with them as an ordinary
subject (the Jerusalem Talmud, for example, records that the Israelites took for themselves square calligraphy and that the letters came with the Israelites from Ashura (Asiriya)); Others attribute the letters to mystical meaning, connecting them with the process of creation or redemption. In mystical concepts, the alphabet is considered
eternal, already existing on Earth, and the letters themselves are considered to have holiness and power, sometimes to the point that several stories from the Talmud illustrate the idea that they cannot be The idea of the creative power of letters finds its greatest car in Sefer Ezid, or Book of Creation, a mystical text of uncertain origin that
describes the history of creation, strongly at odds with history in the Book of Genesis, mainly through an exhibition about the power of the letters of the alphabet. The supposed creativity of the letters is also mentioned in the Talmud and zoar. The four-handed book Another Shin, a 13th-century Kabbalistic text by Sefer HaTemunah, states
that one letter of unknown pronunciation, which some consider to be a four-wheel-drive shin on one side of the tefbiline box, is absent from the current alphabet. The disadvantages of the world, the book teaches, are related to the absence of this letter, the final revelation of which will be the repair of the universe. Another example of the
messianic meaning attached to the letters is the teaching of Rabbi Eliezer that the five letters of the alphabet with final forms hold the secret of redemption. In addition, the letters are sometimes presented in aggadic portions of non-histic-rabbinical literature. In such aggad letters often give anthropomorphic qualities and are depicted as
speaking to God. Usually their forms are used in parables to illustrate points of ethics or theology. An example from the Babylonian Talmud (a parable designed to prevent speculation about the universe before creation): Why the story of creation begins with a bet?... Just as the bet on the letter is closed from all sides and open just in front,



similarly you can't find out what was before or what was behind you, but only with the actual time of Creation. The Babylonian Talmud, Hagiga Treatise, 77c Extensive instructions on proper methods of letter formation are found in Mishnat Soferim, in Mishka Berra of Israel Meir Kagan. Mathematical use See the number aleph and the
number of beth and function gimel. In the set theory, 0 א display alef {0} expressed aleph-zero or aleph-zero, is used to mark a cardinal number of infinite counting sets, such as display mathbb , set of all integers. More generally, א α notation display (aleph) marks an orderly sequence of all the different infinite cardinal numbers. Less
commonly used, ב α betaalpha display (bet) notation is used for iterated power kits 0 א display alef {0}. The second element 1 ב display (bet {1}) is the cardinality of the continuum. Very sometimes, gimel is used in cardinal notation. Unicode and HTML are an example of a Hebrew keyboard. Main articles: Unicode and HTML for the
Hebrew alphabet and the Hebrew keyboard Block Unicode Hebrew extends from U-0590 to U'05FF and from U'FB1D to U'FB4F. It includes letters, ligatures combining diacritic signs (Niqqud and cantillation) and References to the numerical symbol are included in HTML. They can be used in many markup languages, and they are often
used in Wiki to create Jewish glyphs compatible with most web browsers. The standard Hebrew keyboards have a 101-key layout. Like the standard WERTI layout, the Hebrew layout was based on the hebrew typewriters. See also Hebrew Braille Hebrew diacritia Hebrew punctuation Hebrew Spelling Help: Jewish inverted nun Koren
Type Ktiv hasar niqqud (spelling is missing niqqud) Meaning the number of Judaism Notes and Aleph-bet is usually written in Israeli Hebrew without macaph ( ףקמ , The Jewish hyphen), ירבע תיבפלא  , as opposed to the hyphen ירבע תיב־ףלא   b' Arabic letters in general (as six of the main letters can have only two versions) have four forms,
according to their place in the word. The same applies to the mandala, with the exception of three of the 22 letters that have only one shape. c. In Hebrew forms older than modern Hebrew, ת״יב ף״כ ,  and א״פ  can only be read b, k and p, respectively, at the beginning of the word, while they will have the only meaning of v, kh and f in the
sofit (final) position, with rare exceptions. Both pronunciations are possible in the medial position. In modern Hebrew, this restriction is not absolute, for example, יאַקיִזיִפ  /fiziˈkaj/ and never /piziˈkaj/ (I am a physicist), ּבֹונְס  /snob/ and never /snov/ (snob). Deja can be inserted to unambiguously indicate the pilaf option: ּב/b/, ּכ q/k/, ּפ q/p/;
similarly (although today is very rare in Hebrew and common only in Yiddish) the rafha placed above the letter clearly denotes a fricative version: ֿב y /v/, ֿכ and /χ/ and ֿפ q /f/. In modern Hebrew retography, the p sound at the end of a word is denoted by the usual form of פ, as opposed to the final form of ף, which always means f (see
transliteration table and transcription, comment). d' However, וו  (two separate vavs) used in Ktiv men, should be distinguished from Yiddish ligatures װ (also two vavs, but together as one character). e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 The Hebrew Academy states that both V and W are indistinguishably represented in Hebrew by the letter Vav. Sometimes
Vav does double, but not to refer to w as opposed to v but rather, when writing without niqqud to denote a phoneme /v/ on a non-initial and neoconfial position in a word, while one Vav on a non-counter-physical and non-counterfibic position in the word in spelling without niqqud denotes one of the phonemes /u / To pronounce foreign
words and credit words containing sound, readers in Hebrew must rely on the former knowledge and context. Links to the Hebrew alphabet. Encyclopedia Britannica. Square Hebrew was created in the 2nd and 1st B.C. and became the modern Jewish alphabet for the next 1,500 years. - Babylonian Talmud (Sunhedrin 21b-22a);
Jerusalem Talmud (Megila 10a). Cf. Mishnah (Megill 1:8): Books (Scriptures) differ from philacteria and mezuz only by the fact that books can be written in any language, while philacteria and mezuza can only be written in Assyrian writing. See: Mishna, Oxford University Publishing House: London 1977, p. 202. Saantz-Badillos, Angel
(1993). The history of Hebrew. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press. page 16. Saantz-Badillos, Angel (1993). The history of Hebrew. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press. 61-62. The history of Hebrew. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. 1993. ISBN 978-0-521-55634-7. b c Chart
of Jewish glyphs in unicode.org and b Unicode names Of Hebrew symbols in fileformat.info. Kaplan, Arie. Sefer Etzira: The Book of Creation. 8, 22. Jewish alphabet (Aleph-Beth). www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org. Received 2020-10-04. b c d ּך is rare, but there is, for example, the last word in Deuteronomy 7 1 ( ׳א קוספ  ׳ז  קרפ  םירבד  ) in the
word ֶּּמִמ  - see ׳ז קרפ  םירבד  דקונמ , ך״נת  . There is one appearance ּף, see - b c c d e f h i Transliteration guidelines prior to the 2006-update Archive 2011-11-16 in Wayback Machine, page 3 Hebrew Academy and Laufer, Usher (2008). Chapters in phonetics and phonetic transcription. Jerusalem: Magne. 207-211. ISBN 978-965-493-
401-5. Hebrew lessons for Christians Syrat, Colette (1976), Ecriture et civilization, Paris: Editions du CNRS. Resources for the New Testament Exegesis - Transliteration Standards SBL Style Handbook - b c d Transliteration Guidelines Archive 2014-07-03 on Wayback Machine Academy Hebrew, November 2006 - Jerusalem Talmud,
Treatise Sunheadrin 21b - Babylonian Talmud, Treatise Of The Passover 87b, Awoda zara 18. 2:152 - b Letter book. Woodstock, Vermont: Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock. 1990 - Transliteration Rules (PDF). Archive from the original (PDF) for 2014-07-03. published by the Hebrew Academy. Hebrew Grammar of the Hesenius
Bibliography, No.5 ff. Hoffman, Joel M. 2004. In the beginning: A short history of Hebrew. New York: New York University Press. Saenz-Badillos, Angel. 1993. History of Hebrew. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. Steinberg, David. The history of Hebrew. Table Mathers External Links Wikimedia Commons has media
related to the Hebrew alphabet. Common How to Draw Letters Official Unicode Standards Document for Hebrew Unicode Comparison Jewish letters sorted by the shape of the keyboard LiteType.com - Virtual - Interactive Hebrew Keyboard Mikledet.com - To enter Hebrew with an English keyboard (Hebrew keyboard) Jewish layout)
Award Find: The Oldest Hebrew Inscription biblical Archaeology Review extracted from the hebrew alphabet writing practice sheets
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